SERVANTS   OF   INDIA
over India told me on his return that all the good things
hk had seen in the country were traceable to Christianity,
This no doubt was a hyperbole, but struck me deeply, as
indeed his own observations had struck Mm. More than all
this, the missionaries, with all their faults and deficiencies,
have brought Christ, and the Bible that tells of Him,
The influence of Christ in India is very great to-day. It
colours a great deal of modem Indian thought and is
responsible for the desire for social equality and betterment
wherever it exists. All this, and more, is due to missionaries
in India. But, in two ways, the very people who have
done, and are doing, all this good are apt very often to
undo it.
First, there is the way already mentioned in which some
' missionaries have, obscured Christ either by narrow dogma,
by denominations and sectarianism, or in general by intro-
ducing to the East the non-essential accessories of our
Western religion. Second, there is the fact that mission-
aries while in India are sometimes apt to domineer and
interfere and put the Indians right, becoming in the process
identified with the " dominant race " which, to the Indian,
seems—as indeed it is—to be so antagonistic to the spirit
of Christ. This type of missionary is very apt when
at home to paint India in the darkest colours, neglect-
• ing the "better side of Indian life and thought This natur-
ally offends the Indians, especially as it is usually exag-
gerated and misrepresented in the newspaper reports of
his addresses. Tagore says : " We honour the beauty of
the character of Christ, and we admire His teaching, but
we feel indignant when His followers go back to the West
and openly misrepresent us. That is not Christlike."
Tagore is right. The Indian should never be misrepre-
sented, though it is very hard to strike the balance in a
"missionary address. We are out as servants of Christ to
fight evil, and in addressing those who have sent us out
we have got to mention that evil. It would be unfair
to India not to mention it, for we believe that India needs
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